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First Flight for Reece Daniel and His KR-2 in June 
(For details, see story on page 4) 

Sam Cooper 

Some of the crowd at the June Fly-in and Summer Picnic. From left to right: Jim Young's 
Hiperbipe; Red Marron's RV-6; Marvin Brett's RV-4; Ann and Mel Asberry's RV-6; a~d ~on 

Christiansen's RV-4. In back were guests Bob Newton in his RV-3 and Tom Rogers m his 
ultralight biplane. 

··· · Several Chapter members and guests brought 
We were blessed with warm and dry weather their lightplanes in. Bill Wisley came in with his 

for the Chapter Fly-in and Summer Picnic on Hyperlite N168WW. Danny Clark brought in his 
June 5th at Kitty Hawk Airport. Our gracious very pretty TEAM MiniMAX. Tom Rogers flew 
hosts, Jim and Anita Rushing and Don and Clara in with his white biplane ultralight. After lunch, 
Stovall, provided the ramp parking space and the they were joined by about half a dozen ultralights, 
use of their hangars for a shady gathering place. all from Hartley Field. 
Well over fifty Chapter members and their guests The Chapter RV contingent made a strong 
were in attendance for lunch. And, well over showing. It included Don Christiansen's RV-4. 
twenty aircraft were in attendance. Marvin Brett's RV-4, Mel and Ann Asberry's 

The first arrivals were three resident aircraft, RV-6 and Red Marron's RV-6. In addition, Bob 
Jim Rushing's Mustang II, Don Stovall's Mustang Newt~n came in with his RV-3. The RVs left in a 
II and the award winning Luscombe 8E of Owen single file group and then treated us to an RV fly-
B~ce and Jim Rushing. The Luscombe was back by. The RV-4s and RV- 6s then headed down to 
in polished fighting trim for the summer judging cont'd on page .i 
season. 
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DISCLAIMER 
We would like to make you aware that as always, in 

past, present, and future, any communication issued by 
EXPERIMENT AL AIRCRAFf ASSOCIATION, 
CHAPTER ONE SIXTY-EIGHT, INC. , regardless of the 
form, format, and/or media used which includes, but is 
not limited to HANGAR ECHOES and audio/video 
recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing 
house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience 
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. , 
does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no 
responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and you 
are without recourse to anyone. Any event announced 
and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information 
only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, 
involvement, control or direction of any event (this 
includes Oshkosh). Please read, listen, enjoy, and be 
careful out there. 

Director's Meeting, June 10, 1993 

The July Meeting will be on 7/6, the program is TBD. 
The July Fly-in will be on 7/10 at Lancaster. At 9:00 

am we will have our first Young Eagles program there. 
The August H.E. assembly will be at the Asberry's 

house on 7/27. 
Sites for the August Fly-in were discussed. We will 

look into Hartley Field. 
A number of possible program topics for Me_etings 

were discussed. 
The Denton Fly-in was discussed. The Trailer will be 

there, along with some volunteers to man it. 
The Chapter Rosters were discussed along with ways 

to help members meet others with similar interests. 
Faye Troxel provided an advertising update. She will 

not pursue others for the newsletter. 
Kerrville '93 was discussed. 
Jay Shear provided a Museum of Flight update as well 

as their September Static Display. 
Tom Moe has volunteered to be the Trailer Officer. 

July Calendar 

6 Regular Meeting 
Farmers Branch Comm. Ctr. 6:30 pm - 8:45 pm 

10 Fly-in 
15 Director's Meeting 

Farmers Branch Comm. Ctr. 7:00 pm - 8:45 pm 

27 Hangar Echoes Assembly 
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BELT LINE ROAD 

VALWOOD PKWY 

f- lVANWCOD 

6:6-LBJ 

<-----1.3 Mi_,_ __ __, 

FARMERS BRA.NCH COlvlv1UNllY BUILDING 
SENIOR ACTIVITY CENTER 2=119 AMBER LANE 
First Tuesday of each month, 6:30- 9:00 PM 

The August issue of Hangar Echoes will be 
assembled at Ann and Mel Asberry's house on 
July 27, 1993 starting at 7:00 pm. The address is; 

6524 Alamo Court 
Plano, 517-5070 
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The July 10th Fly-in will be hosted by Don 
Christiansen at the Lancaster Airport. Our first 
Chapter Young Eagles program will be held 
before the Fly-in starting at 0900. The Trailer will 
be in attendance if a volunteer will tow it. As 
usual, the Fly-in will run from 1000 to 1400, with 
lunch being served at about 1200. As always, the 
CAF hangar will be open. 

SEE THE WARBIRDS AT THE CONFEDERATE AIR FORCE HANGAR I 
INCLUDINC ll-lEIR "NEW" JN> ZERO I 

S4 TUROAY AFTER MEETING 

DALLAS 
HIITCHINS- / 

635 - LBJ / 
lANCASTER RD / 

r-i=~-1ST STOP LIGHT l 
2ND STOP UGHTI \ 1\ 

I \ 
I ', 
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WILMER - - - ii.lAP NOT IHT[ND£D I 
_ - - . FOR AIR NA.VIGAllON_ 

~ HAS A ClOOD IIR£AKFAST 
F'DR £ARLY ARRIVALS I 
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Greetings to all! It's newsletter time again. 
Our June Fly-in was at Kitty Hawk Airport. It 
was a great Fly-in. Attendance was over twenty 
airplanes. Everyone had a great time. I want to 
thank Monroe McDonald for hauling the Chapter 
Trailer to the Fly-in. Unfortunately I was unable 
to attend due to work, however, I would have 
preferred to have been there. Kitty Hawk is 
always a good Fly-in. Thanks go out to our hosts, 
Jim Rushing, and Don Stovall. 

Our meeting last month featured a video of 
John Ivy's Aero Sport project, followed by John 
discussing his project. I have visited John's house 
over the years and seen him making steady 
progress. We are all anxious for him to get the 
Buick V-6 installed and start making some 
airplane noise! Thanks John for your presentation 
and to the film crew of Monroe McDonald and 
Sam Cooper. 

This month, we'll have a video of arrival 
procedures fer Oshk8sh, from the F l'..l\.. Yes it's . 
July, and time to start thinking about making the 
trip to Oshkosh. I hope to see you at Oshkosh. 

Our airport meeting in July will be at 
Lancaster Airport. Come early (9 AM), we'll be 
doing Young Eagles Flights! Geryl Mortensen 
will be in charge. We hope to have the Chapter 
Trailer present and use it as a focal point. We will 
be at the south end of the ramp near the wash 
rack. Our host Don Christensen will not be there, 
as his daughter is getting married the same day! 
We need four to eight aircraft, to give Young 
Eagles flights in, so if you have an aircraft with 
more than one seat here is an opportunity to do 
something worthwhile. 

I saw a lot of Chapter members and members 
of Chapter 34, at the Denton Airport for the 
Antique Aircraft Fly-in. The weather cooperated 
and allowed for a good attendance. Thanks go 
out to Ed Komata for pulling the Chapter Trailer, 
providing us with great seats for the Fly-in. We 
handed out info on our Chapter and National 
EAA. Hopefully we'll get some new members 
from our presence at the Fly-in. I really enjoyed 
the Fly-in, hope you did also. 
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Great News, Tom Moe has volunteered to be 
the Trailer Coordinator. Now he needs volunteers 
to pull the Trailer, I'll take my turn, will you? We 
still are in need of a Fly-in Coordinator (hot dog 
cook). Think about it! 

See you at the meeting! Gary 
P.S. Bring a friend or two along! 

················;··········•·••·••! 
Just a short note to thank everyone in Chapter 

168 who helped on the RV-12 Project. There are 
too many to name here, but I would like to single 
out a few who went out of their way and took 
time from their own projects. Les Palmer and 
Don Lewis for the fiberglass assistance. Jerry 
Bidle who was always there with only a moments 
notice. "Red" Marron and Richard Robbins who 
graciously offered use of their airplanes so we 
wouldn't be totally ground bound. Especially the 
EAA Technical Counselors for inspections and 
advice. And last, but certainly not least, "Red" 
Marron who made it all possible. Thanks to All! 

Mel & Ann 

Afl~co.. 
RAYMOND MORT, P.E. 
Registered Engineer 

324 Hillview Drive 
Hurst, Texaa 76054 

Bus: (817) 282-6940 
FAX (817) 282-6969 

HMIIMR 36 ~= 
AEIRO.,COUNTIRV Al~PO~f 
The Dallas Sport Aviation Airport 
Hangar Spaced Available for EAA Members 
Antique - Cllusic - Homebuilt - IExpsrimMtall 

Hangar has water/electric/toilet/phone 

CONTACT: Clair J. Button ( 214) 231-6070 
Hangar Phone 1 (214) 347-2344 



Sam Cooper 

The Ultralights at the June Fly-in included (from right) : Bill Wisley in his Hyperlite; Danny 
Clark's MiniMAX; Tom Rogers' biplane; and assorted friends from Hartley Field. 

June Fly-in cont'd: 
Jacksonville TX for the RV Fly-in being held 

the same day. 
Other members making the flight in included: 

Jim Young in his Hyperbipe SNS-7; Ted Thayer 
in his Aeronca 7 AC Champ; and Tom Ferraro in 
his Skybolt. Last, but not least, a number of 
members brought their certified planes in as well. 
These included Richard Robbins' Cessna Cardinal 
177, Ken Whitehead's Cessna 182, and Robert 
Wall and Gary Vandergriff in a Cessna 152. 

On June 24th, Reece Daniel took his KR-2 up 
for its' first flight. Reece reports that it was a 
fairly normal flight lasting about 45 minutes. 
Reece has been up several times since and now 
has about 3 hours time on the airplane. 

Reece has built the airplane over the last four 
years. This is a plans built KR-2, but he used 
some kit parts for the cowl, upper deck and the 
tail cone. The biggest change to the plane is that 
Reece has equipped it with fixed tricycle gear 
instead of the plans specified retractable tail 
dragger gear. 

Reece is flying behind an 183 5 cc VW engine 
that he assembled. He estimates it is good for 65 
HP. The engine is turning a 52" x 44" wood 
propeller. 

Reece reports that his FAA inspection went 
very smoothly, and only took about 1 1/2 hours. 
(It pays off to have several pre-inspection checks 
from the Tech Counselors and other builders. ) He 
has been given a 40 hour fly-off with a 40 nm 
radius area. 

If you see a tri-gear KR-2 flying around Aero 
Country, it is probably Reece. Drop by and say 
hello. 

526 INTERURBAN/RICHARDSON, TX 75081 /(214) 234- 1143 
2929 CUSTER P~Y /PLANO. TX 75075/(214) 596-5556 

- BATTERIES -

E-V-~ 
NI-CADS, GEL CELLS, 
ALKALINE, LITHIUM 

"Ws Build Battery Packs" 
19.50 East Arapaho, Suite 1126 

Richasdson, Texas 75080 
(214) 231-5351 
1·800·TT6-5267 



Our first Chapter 168 Young Eagles session 
will start at 9:00 a.m. at the Lancaster Airport. 
This will be before the normal Chapter Fly-in, 
which starts at about 10:00 a.m. Gery! is expect
ing 20-25 Young Eagle candidates. We have 
several pilots lined up, but it would be nice to 
have several more. 

The requirements for the pilots are fairly 
straight forward . You need to have your own 
insurance policy and be a current member of the 
national EAA organization. Special event 
coverage is provided by the EAA at no charge to 
the Chapter or participants. 

The July 6th Meeting will feature Charles 
Dedmon as the speaker. Charles is the current 
President of Aircraft Technology Corp. and the 
recent past President of Superior Airparts. He 
will be discussing the PMA parts situation and 
the current efforts of the FAA on bogus aircraft 
parts. Superior Airparts has a major presence in 
the PMA business. This should be an interesting 
program that will help us keep our planes flying. 
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Tom Moe has volunteered to be the new 
Trailer Officer. Tom will be coordinating the 
towing of the Chapter 168 Trailer to Chapter 
functions, which are predominantly Fly-ins. We 
will be making arrangements for people to tow 
the Trailer to Chapter Fly-ins. Given the number 
of members in the Chapter, no one will have to 
tow it more than once a year . 

./ 

GEM AIRCRAFT • SUPPLY, INC. 

DOYLE E. ADAMS 
Vice President 

10221 Denton Drive, 
Dallas, TX 75220 

PHONE 214/350-7066 
FAX No. 214/358-4821 

PO. BOX 542677 
DALLAS, TX 75354-2677 
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TEX-AIR PARTS, INC. 

ii 
DISTRIBUTOR FOR AVIATION SUPPLIES 

Do1>91 & Fabric Supplle1 

Beech/Cessna/Mooney/Piper 
Aircraft Paris 

CNer 100.000 Ottferenl l'nrt Numbers In Stock 
/\11 lnslock Items Priced RI WltOLESALE or Below. 

When It come• to SEnVICE, AVAILABILIW, •nd VEnY COMPETITIVE PAIC1NG try, 

~ FOR ALL YOU AVIATION NEEDS. 

Meacham Field Airport - Branch Addison Airport • Branc 
4500 R11HIII Ln., Suite 109 

Daft••• Taxat 75248 

4201 N. Main SI., Bldg N2 

Fort Worth, Tex•• 78108 
817 429-8938 214 931-9898 or (800) 237-2635 

3724 N. Commerce SI. 
rort Worth, TexAs 76106-2710 

(817) 624-9882 or (800) 458-1535 

F'/\A Members Receive Rn AddlllonRI 5% Discount on Most Items. 

NOW Tt4LS 01\£ LCOKS LI~~ 
AlRC~"Fr QOA.LlT<t' .$PROCE! ! 
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As many of you know, the last few months 
have seen a number of airplanes emerge from 
Chapter member's workshops. Pete Huff's White 
Lightning has now passed its' FAA inspection. 
Pete has not yet had a chance to take it up for the 
first time. We will keep you posted. 

Gery! Mortensen's Staudacher S-300 now has 
about 70 hours on it. Gery! has eliminated the 
slight rolling tendency the airplane had initially, 
and is really enjoying it. He also has flown several 
aerobatic contests with his S-300. 

Red Marron has really been enjoying his RV-
6. He flew off his restrictions in less than two 
weeks, and has only eased up a little bit since. 
Red's enthusiasm is genuinely contagious, just ask 
him about his little "fighter". 

Mel and Ann Asberry have been making 
steady progress with their RV-6. Even while they 
are finishing up a few of the minor details, Mel 
has put in 25 hours of the 30 for his fly-off Ann 
is waiting for her tum to ride in it. Why should 
Mel have all the fun? 
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Our Chapter still has several Officer positions 
which we would like to fill shortly as the 193 Fly
in season is in full swing. We need several 
members to step forward and volunteer to help 
keep Chapter 168 running smoothly. 

We need a Fly-in Officer or Officers to 
handle the refreshments at the Chapter Fly-ins. 
The Fly-in Officer(s) responsibility is to see that 
the hot dogs, drinks, and condiments are available 
and prepared at the Fly-ins where food is served. 
We are looking for one, preferably two, volun
teers to handle this position. For many of us, the 
hot dogs and 168 Trailer make the monthly Fly
ins a lot more comfortable and enjoyable. 

Please consider volunteering some of your 
valuable time to help fill these Officer positions. 

. 
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AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST 
Airport Resldentlol lots ond Hanger sites. 

f\es.tTlcted 
Munlclool Water 

contact John Austin-:- l • 34 7-2030 

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT 

JOHNSON INSURANCE & LEASING 

DELMO JOHNSON, OWNER 

, 

15790 DOOLEY 
DALLAS. TEXAS 75234 

458-7400 458-7550 

BELA'S AIRCRAFT 
ENG. AND ACCY. SHOP 

FAA. CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION SG1R479K 
2 711 BROOKFIELD 

DALLAS. TEXAS 7 5 2 3 5 

BELA AMBRUS 
ENGINE SPECIALIST 214 / 351-1172 

D.E. CHRISTIANSEN , 0.0 .. P.A. 
Family Medicine 

Av,at,on Medical Examiner 

Office 298-61 7 4 
Ans. Service 521 -4 111 

222 S. Cedar Ridge 
Duncanville. Texas 751 6 

Office Hours Bv Appointment 



Ii 
By Sam Cooper 
No.10: Core Materials for Composites 

One of the primary reasons that composites 
can provide stronger and lighter structures than 
more traditional materials is the ability to make a 
structural sandwich. This sandwich is formed 
from a thick, low density (usually rather weak) 
core material faced on either side by a thin, high 
strength skin. The resulting "slab" has greatly 
increased bending stiffness and strength 
compared to the skin alone, with only a small 
weight gain. A properly designed structural 
sandwich provides the ultimate in efficiency for 
plates, beams, and large surfaces which carry 
bending or column loads. 

The volume of the core used in a structural 
sandwich is usually much larger than that of the 
skin. Consequently, to keep the weight of the 
structure down, the core needs to be very light 
weight. 

Since the density of the core has such an 
impact on the final structure, the properties of the 
core materials are usually listed at different 
densities. Some of the primary properties of 
interest are compressive strength, shear strength, 
and shear modulus (material stiffness under shear 
loads). To properly compare different core 
materials, they must be compared at the same 
density (pcf: pounds per cubic foot). 

A common and reasonably low cost core 
material is a light wood. Balsa is the most 
commonly used, but others such as Spruce, 
Mahogany, and Pine have been used. Balsa has 
very good strength at low densities. When a 
Balsa core is oriented in a structural sandwich so 
that the grain direction is perpendicular to the 
facing material, its compressive strength is higher 
than most other core materials. Balsa also has 
several disadvantages. Its shear strength is not as 
high as its compressive strength. And it is 
susceptible to fungus, rot, and moisture 
adsorption like all woods. This has not stopped 
wood from being the core material for many 
different applications. 

The foam core materials can be divided into 
several chemical families based on their 
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LAKEVIEW AIRPORT 
Rentals Include J3 Cub and C-150 
Lake Dallas ......... 817-497-7496 

Aircratt Retrieval 
Damaged Aircratt Storage 

Stephen Smith 

~-

~-

Used Pans 
Buy & Sell Problem Aircratt 

(214) 227-1111 
(800) 336-6399 

FAX (214) 227-6176 

Airplanes 
Instruments 

Engines 
Radios 

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC. 
320 F.M. 1885 E. 

Weatherford. TX 76086 

BOBBY OSBORN 

FINA 
presents: 
-Jan Col/mer 
--~erooatics 
Pitts S2B 
Low Level Aero Performance 

• Torque Rolls 0 
• Tail Slides 

• Snap roi l on take off f_l NA. 
and final approach 

A Real Crowd Pleaser 

817-682-4220 

Jan Collmer 
14368 Proton Roao 
Dallas. TX 75244 
(21 41 233- 1589 
Fax 12141 233-0481 



constituents. The mechanical properties of the 
foam will vary as the density varies, but the 
chemical resistance to fuels and solvents is fairly 
constant in a chemical family. Some of the more 
common foam core materials will be reviewed 
below. 

Polystyrene foams are used for the wings and 
control surfaces of the Vari-Eze, Long-Eze and 
Dragonfly. It is used in these applications because 
its mechanical properties are a good match to the 
requirements, and it can be safely hot-wired 
without producing poisonous fumes. Its 
disadvantages are that it is soluble in Styrene 
monomer, a major part of polyester and 
vinylester resins, and it softens badly under 
exposure to gasoline. 

A common version of polystyrene foam is 
Styrofoam, made by Dow Chemical. It is uniform 
and reliable at the 2 pcf density, but other 
densities are available. The "bead foam" 
polystyrene should not be used. A slab of "bead 
foam" is made up of a number ofindividual 
granules held together by bonds are the outer 
surfaces of the grains. These bonds are often 
highly variable, affecting the strength of the core. 
The bonds also provide pathways for liquids and 
gases to permeate the core material. 

Polyurethane foams are a family of materials 
made up of rigid and flexible materials. Care must 
be taken because many of the suppliers are in the 
cushion and padding business, and are not 
familiar with structural requirements. Two 
varieties intended for structural 

resulting foam is very difficult to control. Finally, 
4 pcf density Polyurethane should be considered 
the practical lower limit, since it becomes fragile 
and unreliable at the lower densities. 

Polyvinyl Chloride foams come from the same 
chemical family as the common PVC products 
which are widely used, but the manufacturing 
processes are very different. The most common 
versions of this foam are Klegecell and 
Divinycell, both of which are imported. Both of 
these are fully cross-linked PVC foams and make 
very good structural cores. They are generally 
less solvent resistant than the urethane foams. 
But, they have good properties at densities as low 
as 2.5 pcf 

Polymethacrylimide foam is more commonly 
known by its tradename ofRohacell. This is a 
high performance material available in densities as 
low as 1.9 pcf Its mechanical .properties are 
superior to urethanes and PVC foams at all 

AER•MILLER 
Bruce Miller, Flight Instructor 
Airplo.ne, Glider, or To.ildro.gger 

Box 54 7, Prosper, TX 75078 
(214) 346 - 2831 

SPRUCE applications are Last-A-Foam from 
General Plastics, and Clark Foam from 
Clark Foam Products. The Clark is ester 
based, while the Last-A-Foam is based 
on polyether, like most of the other 
urethane foams. Densities range from 
2.5 pcfto 20 pcf 

~::SPARS 
~~ - ::cAPSTRIPS 

4130 STEEL 

::ruBING 
::sHEET 

Polyurethane foams have several 
drawbacks. They are usually very 
flammable, and they produce toxic 
fumes when burning. Consequent-ly, 
hot wiring Polyurethane foams is not 
recommended. They can also be formed 
by "foaming" them in place. This is not 
recommend-ed for structural 
applications because the quality of the 

PJ,..YWOOD STITS 

~ ::MIL-P-6070 \. ~- :;FABRICS 
~:;METRIC ~ ::coATINGS 

ADHESIVES . , ff> HARDWARE 

ti~ ::r-88 ®@v or. :;FAA APPROVED AIRPLANE Kns 

~ ::pol YURETHANE 

FOAM & FIBERGLASS~ XKR-1 • KR-2 

€:£s:# ::RESINS t CLOTH . 
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ALPHA AVIATION SUPPLY Co. 
~ P.O. BOX 8641 • GREENVILLE, TEXAS 75~1 

Phone: 903/527-3817 -



densities. It is resistant to nearly all solvents and 
chemicals, and has a service temperature of over 
250 deg F. Since its cost is somewhat higher than 
other foams, it is more commonly used for weight 
sensitive applications. It is the only foam which is 
competitive with Nomex honeycomb for 
commercial aircraft applications. It is generally 
available from Rohm Tech, which imports it from 
Germany. 

A Polyimide foam has recently been developed 
under the trade name of Imitech. This material 
will not bum, even after exposure to tempera
tures of 1500 deg F. Its primary uses will be in 
firewalls and flame barrier structures. 

A final category of core materials are syntactic 
foams. These are made by mixing microballoons, 
ceramic spheres, or other light aggregate with a 
resin system. These materials do not change their 
density during the cure. This is in contrast to 
most foams, which are expanded during the cure, 
and become much lighter than the starting resin 
system. These materials can be made by the 
builder, or purchased premixed. Properties of 
these mixtures will naturally vary with the ratios 
of the constituents. If you do make your own 
syntactic foam, make sure the finish on the micro
balloons or aggregate is compatible with the resin 
system being used. Otherwise, the strength will 
be very low. 

Note: The material for this column was taken from 
"Composite Basics", A.C. Marshall, Marshall Consulting, 
1989, 2nd ed. 

AERO INSTRUMENTS 

Mark G. Corboy 
President 

7515 Lemmon Ave., Hanger L 
Dallas, Texas 75209 

(214) 357-4476 
Fax (214) 357-4572 

LONE STAR 
PILOT SHOP 
ADDISON AIRPORT 

LARRY & EARLETTE SHULTS 

4574 Cl.AIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248 
214/250·6781 

FAX 214/407-9383 

rMAT RE:STORe:o GRBSNLAND P-38 MA.S ON€ s,R.A"-IGE. PROal.Em • . •. 
IT TAc:::es FOQ£V€e. TO \NA'em UP.' 
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The Fly-in season is now in full swing. Do you 
need an excuse to go out for a flight on a summer 
weekend? Here are several events you may want 
to consider. Look for flyers on the table at the 
back of the room during the June Meeting. 

EAA Fly-in and Pancake Breakfast: A new 
EAA Chapter, 1014, will be hosting a combina
tion Airport Day, EAA Fly-in and Pancake 
Breakfast on July 3rd. For more information call 
Zyvonne Powell at 405/482-8833. 

1993 Balloon Expo and Fly-in: EAA 
Chapter 1005 and the Ada Area Chamber of 
Commerce will host this event on July 16-18 at 
the Ada Municipal Airport. Balloon launches all 
three days and a Saturday afternoon airshow. 
Trophies will be awarded in several aircraft 
judging categories. 

Harold Krier Memorial Fly-in and 
Airshow: This event will be held on July 9-11 at 
Harold Krier Field near Ashland Kansas. The 
Krier Memorial Airshow will be held on the 
afternoon of the 10th. For Air Show information 
call (316)635-4055 or 635-2170. 

GIVE A GI FT THEY WILL NEVER FORGET! 

I ) PARAPLANE POWERED PARACHUfECERTlllCATE! lnclud,s: 
• 1 S min. P8111plane solo flight, after one. 90min. lessoo 
• Two-way radio supervision by factory trained instructon , \ \ \ ; 
• Pam.plane Certification ' \ 1

1 

, 

I ,~, •' 
2] TWO-SEAT ULTRALIGIIT l»sON! Includes: " -- . ~ J.- -- ---- --~t' 

• Preflight instruction fl ·' 
• 20 min. scenic flight with a USUA instructor . 
• 30 day membership in USUS Asso. Y" 

• • !' \ 

Pamplaoc G ift ~ ertificote ........ ................ $89 _ .. • · , 
L'ltralight Gift Certificate ................ ........ $35 · · 

Fl.'TUREFLIGHT INC I 00 CR 39~ P1inccu,n, TX 75407 l - 214 - 736- 6000 

© --
' 

FRED ZIMRING 

EAA Legal Advisory Council 

Zimring & Langley, P.C. 

Office Alpha 
13140 Coit Rd .. Suite 203 
Dallas. TX 75240 
(214) 437-3700 

George Carroll 

EAA 
EAA Aviation Center 
P.O. Box 3086 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54903-3086 

(414) 426-4800 

(214) 637-3598 

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMP ANY 
7204PARWELE. 
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(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.) 

DALLAS,TEXAS75235 
AN • MS • NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES 



Submitting Articles to Hangar Echoes 
The editor wel~omes input and articles from Chapter 

168 members on topics related to sport aviation. It is 
preferred that submissions be made on an MS-DOS floppy 
disk (5 1/4" or 3 1/2"). A number of file formats can be 
imported by the editor, but ASCII text is the lowest 
common denominator. All disks and artwork will be 
returned. 

Hangar Echoes is composed using Microsoft Word for 
Windows 2.0 running under Windows 3.1. The masters 
are printed on an HP Laserjet IIIP. 

Classifieds: Aviation ads can be placed by Chapter 
members free of charge. 

Partner Wanted for RV-6A project. Tail 
feathers under construction. Call Ed Komada at 
214/348-1206 days, or 214/245-3084 evenings. 

Partner Wanted: Interested in building, 
flying, and maintaining a Velocity l 73RG? Three 
EAA members are looking for another person to 
share in the investment and building of a Velocity 
173 retract kit plane. The kit is on order and 
should arrive in the July to August timeframe. We 
will be building the kit in the North Dallas area 
and plan to base the plane at Addison, McKinney, 
or Aero Country. If interested, call Mike Pollok 
at 214/918-6608 between 8:30 am - 4:00 pm, or 
214/495-9353 after 5:00 pm. 

For Sale: Two Piper Tri-Pacers, PA22-150. 
One is 2000 hrs TTE with 30 SMOH, other is 
2000 TTE. The first had a forced landing (fuel 
starvation) with a prop strike on a windmilling 
prop. The second was blown over in a wind 
storm. One has KXlS0 and KX160 with full 
panel, the other has a stripped panel. The pilot 
recently passed away, his widow is selling. $12K 
for both as a lot, will not part out. Call Donlin 
Crisman at 214/414-3874. 

Hurry! Limited Time Offer!: Looking for ride 
to Oshkosh. Fly up, camp a week. Prefer mini
mum dollars, maximum Oshkosh. Call Johnnie 
Eskue at 214/661-6343 days, or 231-5217 evngs. 
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EAA Chapter 168 Officers 

President Gary Hansen 416-0099 
Vice President Monroe McDonald 352-156-l 
Secretary Sam Cooper 343-0501 
Treasurer Don Lewis 661-1946 
H.E.Editor Sam Cooper 343-0501 

Board of Jerry Bidle 517-0946 
Directors Don Christiansen 298-6531 

Johnnie Eskue 231-5217 
Les Palmer 241-4387 
Frank Prokop 495-2565 
Brownie Seals 248-4335 
Jay Shear 243-3007 

Technical Mel Asberry 517-5070 
Counselors Owen Bruce 23 l-39-l6 

Steve Marchand 475-0571 
Brownie Seals 248-4335 
Jim Rushing 727-5630 

Advertising Faye Troxel 492-5530 
Chapter Trailer Tom Moe 442-7997 
Data Processing Rance Rupp 288-8452 
Fly-ins open 
Gov't Liason Mutt Way 416-4692 
Librarian Ernie Ludwick 241-1185 
Meetings Ralph Haroldson 358-3710 
Safety Officer Mel Asberry 517-5070 
Tool Custodian Ernie Ludwick 241-1185 
Young Eagles Gery! Mortensen 250-47i9 


